Projection pursuit is used to find interesting low-dimensional projections of high-dimensional data by optimizing an index over all possible projections. Most indexes have been developed to detect departure from known distributions, such as normality, or to find separations between known groups. Here, we are interested in finding projections revealing potentially complex bivariate patterns, using new indexes constructed from scagnostics and a maximum information coefficient, with a purpose to detect unusual relationships between model parameters describing physics phenomena. The performance of these indexes is examined with respect to ideal behaviour, using simulated data, and then applied to problems from gravitational wave astronomy. The implementation builds upon the projection pursuit tools available in the R package, tourr, with indexes constructed from code in the R packages, scagnostics, minerva and mbgraphic.
Introduction
The term "projection pursuit" (PP) was coined by Friedman and Tukey (1974) to describe a procedure for searching high (say p−)dimensional data for "interesting" low-dimensional projections (d = 1 or 2 usually). The procedure, originally suggested by Kruskal (1969) , involves defining a criterion function, or index, that measures the "interestingness" of each d-dimensional projection of p-dimensional data. This criterion function is optimized over the space of all d-dimensional projections of p-space, searching for both global and local maxima. It is hoped that the resulting solutions reveal lowdimensional structure in the data not found by methods such as principal component analysis. Projection pursuit is primarily used for visualization, with projected data always reported as plots.
A large number of projection pursuit indexes have been developed, primarily based on departure from normality, which includes clusters, outliers and skewness, and also for finding separations between known groups (e.g. Friedman (1987) , Hall (1989) Cook, Buja, and Cabrera (1992) , Naito (1997), Lee et al. (2005) , Ahn, Hofmann, and Cook (2003) , Hou and Wentzell (2014) , Jones and Sibson (1987) , Rodriguez-Martinez et al. (2010) , Pan, Fung, and Fang (2000) , Ferraty et al. (2013) , Loperfido (2018) ). Less work has been done on indexes to find nonlinear dependence between variables, when d > 1.
The motivation is based on physics applications, to aid the interpretation of model fits on experimental results. A physical model can be considered to be a set of p free parameters, that cannot be measured directly and are determined by fitting a set of q(p < q) experimental observations, for which predictions can be made once the p parameters are estimated. (Note here, that while we may have analytic expressions for the predictions, this is not always the case and we often have to rely on numerical computation.) Different sets of model parameters (n) found to be compatible with the experimental results within a selected level of confidence yield the data to be examined using projection pursuit. A single prediction can be a complicated function of all of the free parameters, and typically q ∈ [100, 1000] and p ∼ 10. Current practice is to examine pairs of parameters, or combinations produced by intuition or prior knowledge. This begs the question, whether important nonlinear associations are missed because tools to search are not available.
To find appropriate projections pursuit indexes, literature on variable selection was examined. With high-dimensional data, even plotting all pairs of variables can lead to too many plots, which is what "scagnostics" (Wilkinson, Anand, and Grossman (2005) , Wilkinson and Wills (2008) ) were developed to address by providing metrics from which to select the most interesting variable pairs. There are eight scagnostics, of which three ("convex", "skinny" and "stringy") are used here. The question is whether these can be adapted into projection pursuit indexes, to search for unusual features in two-dimensional projections of high-dimensional data. Recent PhD research by Grimm (2016) explored the behaviour of scagnostics for selecting variables, and proposed two more that have nicer properties, based on smoothing splines and distance correlation. In addition, two more indexes for measuring dependence have been proposed in the machine learning literature, based on information criteria, maximal and total information coefficient (MIC and TIC) (Reshef et al. 2011) , with computationally more efficient versions (MIC e, TIC e) (Reshef et al. 2016) . These are related to original 1D projection pursuit indexes based on entropy (e.g. Huber (1985) , Jones and Sibson (1987) ). This provides seven current indexes for measuring dependence between two variables, and each is available in an R (R Core Team 2018) package: scagnostics (Hofmann et al. 2008) , mbgraphic (Grimm 2017) and minerva (Albanese et al. 2012) . The projection pursuit guided tour is available in the R package, tourr (Wickham et al. 2011) , and provides optimisation routines, and visualization. This paper investigates the behaviour of these indexes. Section 2 discusses index construction, and how they fit into the guided tour. Section 3 investigates the behaviour of the indexes, explored primarily using tour methods (Asimov (1985) , Buja et al. (2005) , Cook et al. (1995) ). The new guided tour with these indexes is applied to two examples from gravitational wave astronomy (Section 4).
Projection pursuit index construction and optimization
A projection pursuit index (PPI) is a scalar function f defined on an ddimensional data set, computed by taking a d-dimensional projection of an n × p data matrix. Typically the definition is such that larger values of f indicate a more interesting distribution of observations, and therefore maximizing f over all possible d dimensional projections of a data set with p > d variables will find the most interesting projections. This section describes the seven indexes that are to be used to explore bivariate association. Some data pre-processing, including standardization, is advisable, prior to optimizing the PPI.
Scaling and standardization
Making a plot always involves some choice of scaling. When a scatterplot is made, effectively, albeit under the hood, the data is scaled into a range of [a, b] (often a = 0, b = 1) on both axes to print it on a page or display in a graphics device window. The range deliminates page space within which to draw. The upshot is that the original data scale is standardized to the range and aspect ratio on the display space. With high dimensional data, and particularly projections, it is also necessary to re-scale the original range, and it is important to pay attention to what is conventional, or possible, and the effects. The PPIs also may require specific scaling for them to be effectively computed. Both of these are addressed here. The common pre-processing include:
• Standardizing each variable, to have mean 0 and variance 1, so that individual variable scales do not affect the result. Different variable scales are examinable without resorting to projection pursuit, so can be handled prior to searching through high dimensions.
• Sphering the high-dimensional data is often done to remove linear dependence. This is typically done using principal component analysis, and using the principal components as the variables passed to PP. If linear dependence is the only structure PP is not needed, and thus this is removed before PP so that the PPIs are not distracted by simple structure.
• Transform single variables to reduce skewness. It is marginal structure, visible in a single variable, which doesn't need a multivariate technique to reveal. Skewed distributions will inadvertently affect the PPIs, distracting the search for dependence.
• Remove outliers, which may be an iterative process, to discover, identify and delete. Extreme values will likely affect PPI performance. Outliers can be examined on a case by case basis later.
• Possibly remove noise dimensions, which is also likely to be an iterative process. Directions where the distribution is purely noise make optimization of a PPI more difficult. If a variable is suspected to have little structure and relationship with other variables, conducting PP on the subset of variables without them may improve the efficiency of the search.
• Centring and scaling of the projected data, can be helpful visually. If the data has a small amount of non-normal distribution in some directions, the projected data can appear to wander around the plot window during a tour. It doesn't matter what the centre of the projected data is, so centring removes a wandering scatterplot. Less commonly, it may be useful to scale the projected data to standard values, which would be done to remove any linear dependence remaining in the data. projection dimension. For studying physics models, typically d = 2 and this is the focus for the index definition. n Number of observations, which for the physics models is the number of fitted models being examined and compared.
X n×p = (X 1 , ..., X p ) n×p-dimensional data matrix, where variables X j may be scaled or standardised, and X may be sphered
where
2.2 New projection pursuit index functions Table 1 summarises the notation used for this section. Here we give an overview of the functions that are converted into projection pursuit indexes. Full details of the functions can be found in the original sources.
• scagnostics: The first step to computing the scagnostics is that the bivariate data is binned, and scaled between [0,1] for calculations. The convex and alpha hulls, and the minimal spanning tree (MST), are computed.
-convex : The ratio of the area of alpha to convex hull,
. This is the only measure where interesting projections will take low values, with a maximum of 1 if both areas are the same. Thus 1 − c convex is used.
-skinny: The ratio of the perimeter to the area of the alpha hull,
, where the normalization is chosen such that I F ,skinny = 0 for a full circle. Values close to 1 indicate a skinny polygon.
-stringy: Based on the MST,
where the diameter is the longest connected path, and the length is the total length (sum of all edges). If the MST contains no branches I F ,skinny = 1.
• association: The index functions are available in Grimm (2017) , and are defined to range in [0, 1] . Both functions in the mbgraphic package can bin the data before computing the index, for computational performance.
-dcor2D: This function is based on distance correlation (Székely, Rizzo, and Bakirov 2007) , which is designed to find both linear and nonlinear dependencies between variables. It involves computing the distances between pairs of observations, conducting an analysis of variance type breakdown of the distances relative to each variable, and the result is then passed to the usual covariance and hence correlation formula. The function wdcor, in the R package, extracat (Pilhöfer and Unwin 2013) , computes the statistic, and the mbgraphic package utilises this function. -splines2D: Measures nonlinear dependence by fitting a spline model of Y 2 on Y 1 and also Y 1 on Y 2 , using the gam function in the R package, mgcv (Wood et al. 2016) . The index compares the variance of the residuals:
which takes large values if functional dependence is strong.
• information: The index functions (Reshef et al. 2011 ) nonparametricly measure nonlinear association by computing the mutual information,
where by 1 , by 2 are binned values of the projected data, and p(by 1 , by 2 )is the relative bin count in each cell, and p(by 1 ), p(by 2 ) are the row and column relative counts, on a range of bin resolutions of the data. It is strictly a 2D measure. For a fixed binning, e.g. 2 × 2 or 10 × 4, the optimal binning is found by maximizing I. The values of I range between [0, 1] because they are normalized across bins by dividing by log(min(#bins y 1 , #bins y 2 )).
-Maximum Information Coefficient (MIC): uses the maximum normalized I across all bin resolutions. -Total Information Coefficient (TIC): sums the normalized I for all bin resolutions computed. This creates a problem of scalingthere is no upper limit, although it is related to number of bins, and number of bin resolutions used. In the work below we have made empirical estimates of the maximum and scaled the TIC index using this to get it in the range [0, 1] . This index should be more stable than MIC.
Optimization
Given a PPI we are confronted with the task of finding the maximum over all possible d dimensional projections. One challenge is to avoid getting trapped in local maxima that are only a result of sampling fluctuations or a consequence of a noisy index function. Posse (1995a) discusses the optimization, in particular that for most index functions and optimizers results are too local, largely dependent on starting point. Friedman (1987) suggested a two-step procedure: the first step is using a large step size to find the approximate global maximum while stepping over pseudomaxima. A second step is then starting from the projection corresponding to the approximate maximum and employing a gradient directed optimization for the identification of the maximum. For exploring high-dimensional data, it can be interesting to observe local maxima as well as a global maximum, and thus a hybrid algorithm that still allows lingering but not being trapped by local maxima is ideal. In addition, being able to visually monitor the optimisation and see the optimal projection in the context of neighbouring projections is useful. This is provided by combining projection pursuit with the grand tour (Cook et al. 1995) . The properties of a suitable optimization algorithm include monotonicity of the index value, a variable step-size to avoid overshooting and to increase the chance of reaching the nearest maximum, and a stopping criterion allowing to move out of a local maximum and into a new search region (Wickham et al. 2011) . A possible algorithm is inspired by simulated annealing and has been described in Lee et al. (2005) , this has been implemented in the search better and search better random search functions in the tourr package. The tourr package also provides the search geodesic function, which first selects a promising direction by comparing index values between a selected number of small random steps, and then optimises the function over the line along the geodesic in that direction considering projections up to π/4 away from the current view.
Investigation of indexes
A useful projection pursuit index needs to have several properties. This has been discussed in several seminal papers, e.g. Diaconis and Freedman (1984) , Huber (1985) , Jones and Sibson (1987) , Posse (1995a) , Hall (1989) . The PPI should be minimized by the normal distribution, because this is not interesting from a data exploration perspective. If all projections are normally distributed, good modelling tools already exist. A PPI should be approximately affine invariant, regardless how the projection is rotated the index value should be the same, and the scale of each variable shouldn't affect the index value. Interestingly the original index proposed by Friedman and Tukey (1974) was not rotationally invariant. A consistent index means that small perturbations to the sample do not dramatically change the index value. This is particularly important to making optimization feasible, small angles between projections correspond to small perturbations of the sample, and thus should be small changes to index value. Posse (1995a) suggests that indexes should be resistant to features in a tail of the distribution, but this is debatable because one departure from normality that is interesting to detect are anomalous observations. Some PPI are designed precisely for these reasons. Lastly, because we need to compute the PPI over many projections, it needs to be fast to compute. These form the basis of the criteria upon which the scagnostic indexes, and the several alternative indexes are examined, as explained below.
• smoothness: This is the consistency property mentioned above. The index function values are examined over interpolated tour paths, that is, the value is plotted against time, where time indexes the sequence of projections produced by the tour path. The signature of a good PPI is that the plotted function is relatively smooth. The interpolation path corresponds to small angle changes between projections, so the value should be very similar.
• squintability: Tukey and Tukey (1981) introduced the idea of squint angle to indicate resolution of structure in the data. Fine structure like the parallel planes in the infamous RANDU data (Marsaglia 1968) has a small squint angle because you have to be very close to the optimal projection plane to be able to see the structure. Structures with small squint angle are difficult to find, because the optimization algorithm needs to get very close to begin hill-climbing to the optimum. The analyst doesn't have control over the data structure, but does have control over the PPI. Squintability is about the shape of the PPI over all projections. It should have smooth low values for noise projections and a clearly larger value, ideally with a big squint angle, for structured projections. The optimizer should be able to clearly see the optimal projections as different from noise. To examine squintability, the PPI values are examined on interpolated tour paths between a noise projection and a distant structured projection.
• flexibility: An analyst can have a toolbox of indices that may cover the range of fine and broad structure, which underlies the scagnostics suite. Early indexes, based on density estimation could be programmed to detect fine or large structure by varying the binwidth. This is examined by using a range of structure in the simulated data examples.
• rotation invariance: The orientation of structure within a projection plane should not change the index value. This is especially important when using the projection pursuit guided tour, because the tour path is defined between planes, along a geodesic path, not bases within planes. If a particular orientation is more optimal, this will get lost as the projection shown pays no attention to orientation. Buja et al. (2005) describes alternative interpolation paths based on Givens and Householder rotations which progress from basis to basis. It may be possible to ignore rotation invariance with these interpolations but there isn't a current implementation, primarily because the within-plane spin that is generated is distracting from a visualization perspective. Rotation invariance is checked for the proposed PPIs by rotating the structured projection, within the plane.
• speed: Being fast to compute allows the index to be used in realtime in a guided tour, where the optimization can be watched. When the computations are shifted off-line, to watch in replay, computation times matter less. This is checked by comparing times for benchmark scenarios with varying sample size.
3.1 Simulation study setup
Data construction
Three families of data simulations are used for examining the behaviour of the index functions. Each generates structure in two variables, with the remaining variables containing various types of noise. This is a very simple construction, because there is no need for projection pursuit to find the structure, one could simply use the PPIs on pairs of variables. However, it serves the purpose to also evaluate the PPIs. The three data families are explained below. In each set, n is used for the number of points, p is the number of dimensions, and d = 2 is the projection dimension.
• pipe: nuisance directions are generated by sampling independently from a uniform distribution between [−1, 1], and the circle is generated by sampling randomly on a 2D circle, and adding a small radial noise. The circle should be easy to see by some indices because it is large structure, but the nonlinearity creates a complication.
• sine: nuisance directions are generated by sampling independently from a standard normal distribution, and the sine curve is generated by x p = sin(x p−1 )+jittering. The sine is a medium nonlinear structure, which should be visible to multiple indices.
• spiral: nuisance directions are generated by sampling independently from a normal distribution, and the structure directions are sampled from an Archimedean spiral, i.e. r = a + bθ, with a = b = 0.1 and we sample angles θ from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 2π, giving a spiral with higher densities at lower radii. The absolute value of θ fixes the direction of the spiral shape. This is fine structure which is only visible close to the optimal projection.
The structured projection is in variables 5 and 6 (x 5 , x 6 ). Two samples sizes are used: n = (100, 1000). All variables are standardized to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Figure 1 shows samples from each of the families, of the nuisance and structured pairs of variables. Table 2 compares the PPIs for structured projections against those for nuisance variables, based on 100 simulated data sets of each type, using sample size 1000. The lower and upper show the 5th and 95th percentile of values. The holes index is sensitive only to the pipe distribution. All other indexes, except convex show distinctly higher values for the structured projections. The convex index shows the inverse scale to other indices, thus (1-convex) will be used in the assessment of performance of PPIs. The scale for the holes index in its original implementation is smaller than the others ranging from about 0.7 through 1, so it is re-scaled in the performance assessment so that all indices can be plotted on a common scale of 0-1 (details in Appendix). Similarly, the TIC index is re-scaled depending on sample size.
Property assessment
The procedures for assessing the PPI properties of smoothness, squintability, flexibility, rotation invariance, and speed examined for samples from the family of data sets are:
1. Compute the PPI values on the tour path along an interpolation between pairs of nuisance variables, x 1 −x 2 to x 3 −x 4 . The result is ideally a smooth change in low values. This checks the smoothness property. 2. Change to a tour path between a pair of nuisance variables x 1 − x 2 and the structured pair of variables x 5 − x 6 via the intermediate projection onto x 1 − x 5 , and compute the PPI along this. This examines the squintability, and smoothness. If the function is smooth and slowly increases towards the structured projection, then the structure is visible from a distance. 3. Use the guided tour to examine the ease of optimization. This depends on having a relatively smooth function, with structure visible from a distance. One index is optimized to show how effectively the maximum is attained, and the values for other PPIs is examined along the same path, to examine the similarity between PPIs. 4. Rotation invariance is checked by computing PPIs on rotations of the structured projection. 5. Computational speed for the selected indexes is examined on a range of sample sizes.
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3.2 PPI traces over a tour sequence of interpolated nuisance projections Figure 2 shows the traces representing the index values calculated across a tour between a pair of nuisance projections. The range of each axis is set to be the limits of the index, as might be expected over many different data sets, 0 to 1. Each projection in the interpolation will also be noise. Two different sample sizes are show, n = 100 as a dashed line, and n = 1000 as a solid line. The ideal trace is a smooth function, with relatively low values, and no difference between the sample sizes. A major feature to notice is that the scagnostics produce noisy functions, which is problematic, because small changes in the projection result in big jumps in the value. This will make them difficult to optimize. On the other hand holes, dcor2d, splines2d, MIC and TIC are relatively smooth functions. Several of the indexes are sensitive to sample size also, the same structured projection with differing numbers of points, produces different values.
PPI traces over a tour sequence between nuisance
and structured projections Figure 3 shows the PPIs for a tour sequence between a nuisance and structured projection. A long sequence is generated where the path runs from x 1 -x 2 , x 1 -x 5 , x 5 -x 6 , in order to see some of the intricacies of holes index. Sample size is indicated by line type: dashed being n = 100 and solid is n = 1000. The beginning of the sequence is the nuisance projection and the end is the structured projection. The index values for most PPIs increases substantially nearing the structured projection, indicating that they "see" the structure. Some indexes see all three structures: scagnostics, MIC and TIC, which means that they are flexible indexes capable of detecting a range of structure. (Grimm 2016 )'s indexes, dcor2d and splines2d, are excellent for detecting the sine, and they can see it from far away, indicated by the long slow increase in index value. The holes index easily detects the pipe, and can see it from a distance, but also has local maxima along the tour path. The scagnostic index, stringy, can see the structure but is myopic, only when it is very close. Interestingly the scagnostic, skinny, sees the spiral from a distance. Sequence of projections (t)
PPI value
Figure 3: PPIs for projections along an interpolation between nuisance and structured projections, following x 1 -x 2 to x 1 -x 5 to x 5 -x 6 (solid lines: n = 1000; dashed: n = 100). Peaks at the end of the sequence indicate the index sees the structure. The scagnostics, MIC and TIC see all three structures, so are more flexible for general pattern detection. Holes only responds to the pipe, and is a multimodal function for this data with a local maximum at x 1 -x 5 . 16
Optimisation check with the guided tour
The guided tour combines optimization with interpolation between pairs of planes. Target planes of the path are chosen to maximize the PPI. There are three derivative-free optimization methods available in the guided tour: search_better_random (1), search_better (2), and search_geodesic (3). Method 1 casts a wide net randomly generating projection planes, computing the PPIs and keeping the best projection, and method 2 conducts a localized maximum search. Method 3 is quite different: a local search is conducted to determine a promising direction, and then this direction is followed until the maximum in that direction is found. For all methods the optimization is iterative, the best projections form target planes in the tour, the tour path is the interpolation to this target, and then a new search for a better projection is made, followed by the interpolation. For each projection during the interpolation steps, the PPI is recorded.
The stopping rule is that no better projections are found after a fixed number of tries, given a fixed tolerance value measuring difference. For method 1 and 2 two additional parameters control the optimization: the search window α, giving the maximum distance from the current plane in which projections are sampled, and the cooling factor, giving the incremental decrease in search window size. Method 3 in principle also has two free parameters, which are however fixed in the current implementation. The first is the small step size used when evaluating the most promising direction, it is fixed to 0.01, and the second parameter being the window over which the line search is performed, fixed to ±π/4 away from the current plane.
For distributions and indexes with smooth behaviour and good squintability, method 3 is the most effective method for optimization. If these two criteria are not met the method may still be useful, but only given an informed starting projection. In such cases we can follow a method similar to that proposed by Friedman (Friedman 1987) : we break the optimization in two distinct steps. A first step ("scouting") uses method 2 with large search window and no cooling as a way of stepping over fluctuations and local maxima and yielding an approximation of the global maximum. Note that this likely requires large number of tries, especially as dimension increases, since most randomly picked planes will not be interesting. The second step uses method 3 starting from the approximate maximum, which will take small steps to refine the result to be closer to the global maximum.
Looking down the pipe
Despite the simple structure, the pipe is relatively difficult for the PPIs to find. For the TIC index, there is a fairly small squint angle. For the holes index, there are several local maxima, that divert the optimizer. There is a hint of this from Figure 3 because the initial projection (left side of trace) of purely noise variables has a higher index value than the linear combinations of noise and structured variables along the path. The uniform distribution was used to generate the noise variables, which has a higher PPI value than a normal distribution, yielding the higher initial value. In addition, a local maximum is observed whenever the pair of variables is one structured variable and one noise variable, because there is a lighter density in the centre of the projection.
The optimization is done in two stages, a scouting phase using method 2, and a refinement stage using method 3. For the scouting we use α = 0.5 and stopping condition of maximum 5000 tries, and we optimist the TIC index. Figure 4 shows the target projections (points) selected during the scouting with method 2 on the TIC index. The focus is on the target projections rather than the interpolation between them, because the optimization is done offline, and only the targets are used for the next step. The horizontal distance between the points in the plot reflects the relative geodesic distance between the planes in the 6D space. All of the other indexes are shown for interest. The TIC index value is generally low for this data, although it successfully detects the pipe. The holes, convex, skinny, and to some extent MIC, mirror the TIC performance. The holes differs in that it has some intermediate high values which are likely the indication of multi-modality of this index on this data.
The final views obtained in each of the two stages are compared in the Appendix, see Fig. 19 .
Finding sine waves
Given the patterns in Figure 3 it would be expected that the sine could be found easily, using only optimization method 3 with the splines2d, dcor2d, MIC or TIC indexes. This is examined in Figure 5 . Optimization is conducted using the splines2d index, and the trace of the PPI over the optimisation is shown, along with the PPI values for the other indexes over that path. The vertical blue lines indicate anchor bases, where the optimizer stops, and does a new search. The distance between anchor planes is smaller as the maximum is neared. The only complications arise from a lack of rotation invariance of the splines2d index. It is not easily visible here, but it is possible that the best projection will have a higher PPI. The index changes depending on the basis used to define the plane, but the geodesic interpolation conducted by the tour uses any suitable basis to describe the plane, ignoring that which optimizes the PPI. This is discussed in section 3.5.
Spiral detection
The spiral is the most challenging structure to detect because it has a small squint angle (Posse 1995b) , especially as the ratio of noise to structure dimensions increases. This is explored using optimisation method 2 to scout the space for approximate maxima. The skinny scagnostic index is used because it was observed (Figure 3 ) to be sensitive to this structure, although the noisiness of the index might be problematic. The stringy appears to be more sensitive to the spiral, but it has a much smaller squint angle.
The search is conducted for p = 4, 5, 6 which would correspond to 2, 3 and 4 noise dimensions respectively. In addition we examine the distance between planes, using a Frobenius norm, as defined by Equation 2 of Buja et al. (2005) , and available in the proj dist function in the tourr package, to compare searches across dimensions. The distance between planes is related to squint angle, how far away from the ideal projection can the structure be glimpsed. We estimate the squint angle depending on the number of noise dimensions in the appendix. In order for the optimizer to find the spiral, the distance between planes would need to be smaller than the squint angle. Figure 6 summarizes the results. When p = 4 the scouting method effectively finds the spiral. Plot (a) shows the side-by-side boxplots of pairwise distances between planes examined during the optimization, for p = 4, 5, 6. These are on average smaller for the lower dimension, and gradually increase as dimension increases. This is an indication of the extra computation needed to brute force find the spiral as noise dimensions increase. Plot (b) shows the distance of the plane in each iteration of the optimisation to the ideal plane, where it can be seen that only when p = 4 does it converge to the ideal. Its likely that expanding the search space should result in uncovering the spiral in higher dimensions, which however requires tuning of the stopping conditions and long run times. Number of projections PPI value Figure 5 : Guided tour optimising the splines2d index, using method 3, for the sine data, with n = 1000. Anchor planes are marked by the blue vertical lines, and are closer to each other approaching the maxima. The sine is found relatively easily, by splines2d, and it is indicated that MIC, TIC, dcor2d and convex would also likely find this structure. Figure 6 : Guided tour optimising the skinny index for the Sprial dataset with 1000 datapoints, with p = 4, 5, 6. The left plot shows the distribution of pairwise distances between planes obtained via the guided tour, the right shows the evolution of distance to the ideal plane as the index is being optimised.
Rotational invariance or not
Rotational invariance is examined using the sine data (x 5 -x 6 ), computing PPI for different rotations within the 2D plane, parameterized by angle. Results are shown in Figure 7 . Several indexes are invariant, holes, convex and MIC, because their value is constant around rotations. The dcor2d, splines2d and TIC index are clearly not rotationally invariant because the value changes depending on the rotation. The scagnostics indexes are approximately rotationally invariant, but particularly the skinny index has some random variation depending on rotation.
Speed
Examining the computing time as a function of sample size we find that scagnostics and splines2d are fast even for large samples, while all other index functions slow rapidly with increasing sample size. Detailed results are shown in Appendix C.
Parameter choices
Some PPIs have a choice of parameters, and the choice can have an effect on function smoothness, and sensitivity to structure. In Appendix D we examine the dependence of the scagnostics indexes on the binning, showing that even with small number of bins the indexes are noisy, while they lose ability to see structure. Sensitivity to the number of bins in the MIC index is also examined, showing that tuning the parameter can improve the final result.
Index enhancement
We identified two potential improvements. First, the issue of noisy index functions may be addressed via smoothing, and we explore different smoothing options for the examples of the skinny and stringy index in Appendix E. In addition, rotation dependent indexes may be enhanced by redefining them in a rotation invariant way.
Summary
Our results can be summarized by evaluating and comparing the advantages and disadvantages of each index function according to the criteria presented above. Such an overview is given in Table 3 , listing if the criteria is fully met ( ), there are some shortcomings (·) or failure (×). We find that none of the indexes considered meet all criteria, and in particular rotation invariance is often not fulfilled. In addition the limited flexibility of most indexes highlights the importance of index selection in the projection pursuit setup. Table 3 further suggests that there is much room for the improvement of index functions detecting unusual association between model parameters.
Application to physics examples
This section describes the application of these projection pursuit indices to find two-dimensional structure in two multidimensional gravitational waves problems. The first example contains 2538 posterior samples obtained by fitting source parameters to the observed gravitational wave signal GW170817 from a neutron star merger (Abbott and others 2017) . Data has been downloaded from ("LIGO" 2018) . The fitting procedures are described in detail in Abbott and others (2018) . We consider six parameters of physical interest (6-D) with some known relationships. Projection pursuit is used to find the known relationships. Table 3 : Summary of findings, showing to what extend the considered index functions pass the criteria for a good PPI. " " symbols good behavior, "·" symbols some issues while "×" symbols failure on the corresponding criteria. Each index has particular strengths and drawbacks and selection must be guided by the considered example, see text for details.
Index smooth squintability flexible rotation invariant speed
The second example contains data generated from a simulation study of a binary black hole (BBH) merger event, as described in Smith et al. (2016) . There are 12 parameters (12-D), with multiple nuisance parameters. Projection pursuit uncovers new relationships between parameters.
Neutron star merger
Figure 20 in the Appendix shows the scatterplot matrix (with transparency) of the six parameters. (In astrophysics, scatterplot matrices are often called "corner plots" (Foreman-Mackey 2016) .) The diagonal shows a univariate density plot of each parameter, and the upper triangle of cells displays the correlation between variables. From this it can be seen that m1 and m2 are strongly, and slightly, nonlinearly associated. Between the other variables we observe some linear association (R1, R2), some nonlinear association (L1, L2, R1, R2), heteroskedastic variance in most variables and some bimodality (R1, L1, L2, m1, m2).
The model describes a neutron star merger and contains 6 free parameters, with each neutron star described by its mass m (m1, m2) and radius R (R1, R2), and a so-called tidal deformability parameter Λ (L1, L2) which is a function of the mass and radius, approximately proportional to (m/R) −5 . 
Data pre-pocessing
Because m1 and m2 are very strongly associated, m2 is dropped before doing PP. This relationship is obvious from the scatterplots of pairs of variables and does not need to be re-discovered by PP. All variables are scaled to range between 0 and 1. The purpose is that range differences in individual variables should not affect the detection of relationships between multiple variables. Standardising the range will still leave differences between the standard deviations of the variables, and for this problem this is preferred. Differences in the standard deviations can be important for keeping the non-linear relationships visible to PP.
Applying PP
With only five parameters, a reasonable start is to examine the 5D space using a grand tour. This quickly shows the strong nonlinear relationships between the parameters. PP is then used to extract these relationships. The best index for this sort of problem is the splines2d, and it is fast to compute. Figure 8 shows the optimal projection found by splines2d, a reconstructed view obtained by manually combining parameters, and a plot of the known relationship between parameters.
To further investigate relationships between parameters, L1 is removed and PP with the splines2D is applied to the remaining four parameters. The dependence of L2 on the mass and radius of the lighter neutron star, is revealed (Figure 9 left plot) . A manual reconstruction shows this is a relationship between L2, R1, R2 and m1 (middle plot), but it is effectively the known relationship between L2, R2 and m2 (right plot) -m2 is latently in the relationship though m1.
Black hole simulation
This data contains posterior samples from simulation from a model describing a binary black hole (BBH) merger event. There are twelve model parameters. Flat priors are used for most model parameters. Figure 21 in the Appendix shows a scatterplot matrix, of nine of the twelve parameters. (Parameter m2 is not shown because it is strongly linearly associated with m1, phi jl and psi are not shown because they are uniform, and not associated with other parameters.) Among the nine plotted parameters, strong nonlinear relationships can be seen between the parameters ra, dec and time. The first two describe the position of the event in the sky, and time is the merging time (in GPS units). Because of the elliptical relationship between dec and time, the TIC index is used for PP, even though it is slow to compute. Between the other parameters, the main structure seen is multimodality and some skewness. These patterns are representative of the likelihood function, since most priors are flat, or built to capture growth with volume rather than distance. 
Data pre-processing
The analysis is conducted on 11 of the twelve parameters. One variable is removed, m2, because it is so strongly associated with m1. All parameters are scaled into the range 0 to 1.
Applying PP
Exploring 11D with all PP indexes All seven PP indexes are applied to the data. Figure 10 showing the projections that maximize three of the indexes. TIC and splines2d indexes identify very similar projections, that are based on the three parameters, dec, time and ra. This is to be expected based on the pairwise scatterplots. On the other hand, the 1-convex index finds a very different view, but this is because the optimization doesn't adequately reach a maximum for this index.
Exploring reduced space The variables time, dec and ra are dropped from the data, and PP is applied to the remaining 8D space. Figure 11 shows the projections which maximize the TIC, splines2D and 1-convex indices. The results provide similar information as already learned from the scatterplot matrix (Figure 21 ). The parameters chi tot and chi p are linearly related (TIC maxima), and theta jn has a bimodal distribution yielding the Effect of random starts, and subsets used The initial conditions for the optimization, and the subset of variables used, can have a large effect on the projections returned. We illustrate this using only the splines2d index, and find that there is one more association that can be learned that was masked earlier. Figure 12 shows six maxima obtained by different starts, for two types of parameters: first, spin related parameters (i.e. alpha, theta jn, chi tot and chi p), and second position related parameters (i.e. ra, dec and distance). Four of the six (a-d) are almost identical, but not interesting projections. Projection f has the highest PP index value but it is primarily the view seen in the bivariate plot of dec and ra. While none of these projections are particularly interesting on their own, moving between them can be revealing.
Choosing a different subset of variables reveals something new. The subspace of m1, ra, chi tot, alpha, distance, dec produces a more refined view of Figure 12 projection f. When alpha contributes in contrast to dec, the relationship between the points is almost perfectly on a curve. This is shown in Figure 13 . Manually reconstructing the optimal projection (left plot) can be done by differencing the two parameters, in their original units. This highlights the importance of improved optimisation, that would use tiny final steps to polish the view to a finer optimal projection and possibly remove noise induced by small contributions of many variables. 
Discussion
The motivation for this work was to discover dependencies between estimated parameters in multiple model fits in physics problems. This paper shows how projection pursuit with the new indexes can help address this problem. The results are encouraging, showing large potential for discovering unanticipated relations between multiple variables.
All of the indexes fall short against some aspect of the ideal properties of smoothness, squintability, flexibility, rotation invariance and speed. The paper describes how these properties can be assessed using tour methodology. Some potential fixes for the indexes are discussed but there is scope for further developing the new indexes.
The work also reveals inadequacies in the tour optimization algorithm, that may benefit from newly developed techniques and software tools. Exploring this area would help improve the guided tours. The tour is also lacking a portable, easy to use interface that would enable user interactions like stopping, re-starting, saving optimal projections, and development of a graphical user interface, similar to the tourrGui (Huang, Cook, and Wickham 2012 ) (now archived), would help users and projection pursuit researchers.
gives explicit index functions defined for sphered data (zero mean, identity variance-covariance matrix). They are defined such that each one is maximized for central holes or central mass type distributions, with maximum=1, and cmass=1-holes. It follows that for either index both large and small values signal deviation from the normal distribution, and given a normal distribution we expect to find "average" index values rather than values close to zero.
We can estimate the values found for normal distribution by comparing values of a 00 of Sec 7.1 in (Cook, Buja, and Cabrera 1993) . The maximum value is 1/(2π) found for cmass type distributions, the minimum is 1/(2πe) found for hole type distributions. Evaluating for normal distributions gives 1/(4π), rescaling such that the index values range from 0 to 1 then puts the value for normal distributions at approximately 0.2. This is consistent with the results we found, i.e. for normal distributions the cmass index is about 0.2, and the holes index (=1-cmass) is about 0.8.
We therefore rescale as follows: first have cut-off at the respective value for the normal distribution, i.e. any value below 0.2 (0.8) is set to zero for cmass (holes) index, and we rescale the remaining range to be between zero and one.
B Estimating the squint angle of the spiral
We estimate the squint angle of the spiral (for p = 4, 5, 6) as follows. First pick a random starting plane and generate a tour path from the starting plane to the ideal plane containing the spiral. Using skinny as the reference index we fix a lower index value that is attributed to indicate squintability at 0.6, and we move along the tour path towards the ideal plane until this value is reached. The distance between the thus identified plane and the ideal plane is used as an estimate of the squint angle in this direction. Since this will strongly depend on the random starting plane, i.e. the considered direction, we repeat the estimation 100 times and present the results in the form of a box plot in Figure 14 . The result shows a large drop in squint angle when going from p = 4 to higher dimensions, and generally a large spread of squint angles depending on the direction. 
C Computational performance
Computational time is important for using the PPIs with the guided tour, online. Figure 15 summarizes performance for each PPI. For simplicity, data with sample sizes ranging from 100-10000 are drawn from a 6-d solid sphere, using the geozoo package (Schloerke 2016) . The time to compute the PPIs over 100 interpolated grand tour projections is recorded. The scagnostics PPI are computed as a bundle, since this is the code base, and that major computational constraint is common to all the scagnostics. There are two versions of the MIC and TIC algorithm, labelled MINE and MINE E, the second being a newer algorithm which improves their computational performance.
The results are interesting. The scagnostic indexes and splines2d are very fast regardless of sample size. MIC, TIC (both versions) and dcor2d slow rapidly as sample size increases.
D Effect of parameter choice in index value
Some parameters must be provided for some PPIs. This can be advantageous, allowing the index to more flexibly work for different types of structure, controlling trade-offs between noise and fine structure detection, and affecting computing time and precision.
• Binning: Colour indicates the PPI. Because the scagnostics calculation is bundled together, the values are the same for all these indexes, and they are really fast to compute. MINE includes the MIC and TIC indexes, and MINE E are computationally more efficient algorithms for these. These, along with dcor2D, are slower with larger sample sizes.
-Scagnostics: the number of bins can be controlled by the user, note however that internally the implementation will reduce the number of bins if too many non-empty bins are found (more than 250). -MINE: the maximum number of bins considered is fixed by the user as a function of the number of data points. The default is chosen as a trade-off between resolution and noise dependence, but it may be tuned based on requirements dictated by specific datasets. Apart from sensitivity to noise computing time may also be a consideration here.
• Spline knots: for the splines2d measure we need to fix the number of knots. By default it is fixed to be 10 (or lower if appropriate based on the data values). In our examples we find the number to be appropriate to identify functional dependence while rejecting noise, but some distributions may require tuning of this parameter.
The bins argument for the scagnostics might be reasonably expected to affect the smoothness of the index: a small number of bins should provide a smooth index function, but may affect its ability to detect fine structure. Figure 16 examines this. Scagnostics PPIs are computed for the spiral1000 data on a tour path between x 1 -x 2 to x 5 -x 6 , for number of bins equal to 10, 20, 50. The interesting observation to make is that even with small bin size the functions are all relatively noisy. The problem with the small bin size is that the spiral becomes invisible to the PPI.
D.1 Binning sensitivity of MIC index
To examine the sensitivity of binning in the MIC PPI, the classic RANDU data (Marsaglia 1968) , available in R, is used. Binning is defined by δ, where B(n) = n δ . Figure 17 shows the best projection, index value and computing time obtained when optimizing the MIC index with values δ = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8. With small δ, less bins, the structure isn't visible, and with larger δ the structure is confounded with noise. It does appear that this parameter affects the performance of the MIC index.
E Ways to refine the PPIs
The biggest issues revealed by the investigation into the new PPIs are a lack of smoothness, particularly for the scagnostics indexes, and the rotation invariance of Grimm's indexes. To fix the smoothness of an index function, it is possible to calculate the PPI for a small neighbourhood of projections and average the value, or alternatively average the PPI for several jittered projections. This is investigated in Fig. 18 . Rotation invariance is more difficult to fix, but an alternative tour interpolation method could be useful. The geodesic interpolation transitions between planes, and it ignores the basis defining the plane, creating a problem with rotation invariant indices. Alternative interpolations based on Givens or Householder rotations could be implemented to transition between bases, which should alleviate the need for rotationally invariant indices. Two different methods are considered for smoothing the index values:
• Jittering points: using the jitter function we move each point by a random amount drawn from a uniform distribution between ±β. • Jittering angles: using the tourr implementation we can draw a random plane and move some small amount in that direction.
The mean value from a sample of projections is recorded as the PPI value. This could be robsitufied by dropping the most extreme values. This is particularly interesting for the scagnostics indexes skinny and stringy which we found to be most noisy among the indexes considered. Figure 18 studies the potential of these two smoothing approaches, using the tour path between noise variables of the spiral1000 dataset and different and β values. Both methods appear to be promising in smoothing the function. Because the scagnostics are fast to compute, either of these methods is feasible. For this example we have smoothed over 10 randomly selected jittered views, computing time increases linearly with the number of randomly jittered views, as this is mostly determined by the time needed to evaluate the scagnostics indexes which is done separately for each view. 3 optimizer at the best projection returned during the scouting phase, to smoothly converge more closely to the ideal projection.
F.2 Dataset overview scatter plot matrices
Figures 20 and 21 show the scatter plot matrices of the gravitational wave datasets considered, see Section 4 for details. 
